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Abstract. Human-machine dialogue is the hot spot of current research. In this
paper, we proposed an end-to-end dialogue system based on external
knowledge, which realized active guidance and topic transfer in multiple rounds
of dialogue. Our system is built on the pointer generator model so that the
output token in the response can be generated or copied from the conversation
history or background knowledge according to a trainable action probability
distribution. At the same time, with the data processing and optimization of the
model structure, the designed system is capable of generating high quality
responses. In the 2019 NLP Language and Intelligence Challenge, our proposed
dialogue system ranked third in the automatic evaluation, and ranked fifth in the
manual evaluation.
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1 Introduction

Human-machine dialogue is a basic challenge to artificial intelligence. It involves key
technologies such as language understanding, dialogue management and language
generation, and has received extensive attention on academia and industry. The
current human-machine dialogue technology is still in its infancy, and most of the
machines are in the form of passive dialogue, that is, the machine's reply is only used
to respond to the user's input, and it is impossible to conduct multiple rounds of
dialogue interaction like a human. Many scholars hope to introduce knowledge graph
information into human-machine dialogue, so that machines can obtain more valuable
reply information, or further use background knowledge information to actively guide
users to communicate. Recently, the 2019 Language and Intelligent Technology
Challenge (LIC2019) which was jointly organized by the China Computer Federation
(CCF), the Chinese Information Processing Society of China (CIPSC) and Baidu Inc.
have released a large-scale, high-quality proactive conversation dataset DuConv
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based on knowledge graph [1]. This will greatly promote the development of Chinese
human-machine dialogue.

Recently, neural networks of dialogue generation have attracted attention, and a lot
of works have focused on how to use context to generate fluent, consistent responses
[2,3,4,5]. There are also works to introduce large-scale knowledge graph as
background information on the dialogue process, giving the dialogue system the
ability to expand thinking. The corresponding evaluation dataset includes the bAbI
dialogue and Stanford multi-domain dialogue (SMD), etc[6,7]. In practical
applications, a simple reply-type dialogue system cannot capture the interests in
communicators. Giving the dialogue system the ability of actively chat can make it
smarter.

In this evaluation task, the DuConv provided by the organizer has a total of 30,000
sessions, about 120,000 rounds of dialogue, including 100,000 training sets, 10,000
development sets, and 10,000 test sets. Each of these dialogues includes knowledge
background information, context history, and dialogue goals. The data comes from
the knowledge of chat value in the field of movies and entertainment characters, such
as box office, director, evaluation, etc., organized in the form of triad SPO. The topic
in the dialogue target is movie or entertainment character entity. The task of the
evaluation is to give the dialogue targets G and related knowledge information K=f1,
f2, ..., fn, and ask the dialog system to output the machine response ut applicable to the
current conversation sequence H=u1, u2, ..., ut-1, makes the conversation natural,
informative and consistent with the goals of the dialogue. During the conversation,
the machine is active, guiding users to talk from one topic to another. This task is
extremely challenging We design the overall dialogue system through data
preprocessing, model construction, model precision tuning and optimization, and data
post-processing. Experiments show that the model we designed can effectively
complete the evaluation task. In the 2019 Language and Intelligent Technology
Competition evaluation, our system obtained 0.464, 0.422 and 0.289 in the machine
evaluation, F1, BLEU1 and BLEU2 respectively. At the same time, in the manual
evaluation, the task completion score of 1.79 and the consistency score of 2.3 were
obtained.

In this paper, we present an end-to-end deep learning model to solve this problem.
We introduce our work from the aspects of data preprocessing, model structure,
model implementation details, experimental results, etc., and summarize the article in
the last part.

2 Related works

2.1 Dialogue systems

Machine learning based dialogue systems are mainly explored by following two
different approaches: modularized and end-to-end. For the modularized systems [8], a
set of modules for natural language understanding [9,10], dialogue state tracking [11],
dialogue management, and natural language generation are used. These approaches
achieve good stability via combining domain-specific knowledge and slot-filling
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techniques, but additional human labels are needed. On the other hand, end-to-end
approaches have shown promising results recently. Some works view the task as a
next utterance retrieval problem. Sequence-to-sequence model [12] has been a
popular approach to many domains including neural response generation, to name just
a few. Attention mechanism has been crucial in a lot of NLP tasks such as machine
translation[13], machine reading comprehension [14] and natural language inference
[15].

2.2 Pointer network

Vinyals et al. uses attention as a pointer to select a member of the input source as the
output [16]. Such copy mechanisms have also been used in other natural language
processing tasks, such as question answering, neural machine translation, language
modeling, and text summarization[17]. In task-oriented dialogue tasks, Eric &
Manning first demonstrated the potential for the copy augmented Seq2Seq model,
which shows that generation based methods with simple copy strategy can surpass
retrieval-based ones. Later, Eric et al. augmented the vocabulary distribution by
concatenating KB attention, which at the same time increases the output dimension
[7]. To integrate external knowledge [18], employed memory network for encoding
facts with great progress. Madotto et al. applied memory network to store dialog
history and structured knowledge base and used pointer generator to copy token from
dialog history or knowledge base token for task-oriented dialog systems [19].

2.3 Baselines

The evaluation task provides two baseline systems [1]. For the search and generation
formulas, the search method needs to construct candidate sets, and then use the
transformer model to rank the sentence. The generative model is a reference to the
work from Rongzhong Lian et al. [20], and the posterior knowledge distribution is
used to guide knowledge selection.

3 Data processing

3.1 Dataset

In this paper, except for the official dataset, we only use the pre-trained Chinese word
vector, and no other external data was used. Official dataset is divided into training
set, validation set, and test set. The training set and the validation set are organized in
the form of session. Each session includes Dialogue Goal, Background Knowledge
and Conversation. In the test set, Each sample includes Dialogue Goal, Background
Knowledge and History, the participating model is required to lead the conversation
according to the current dialogue history, that is, it only needs to simulate the actions
of the agent. The various parts of the data are described below. And Figure 1 presents
an example from training/test sets respectively.
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 Dialogue Goal (goal): It contains two lines: the first contains the given dialogue
path i.e.,["Start", TOPIC_A, TOPIC_B]. The second line contains the relationship
of TOPIC_A and TOPIC_B.

 Knowledge: Background knowledge related to TOPIC_A and TOPIC_B.
 Conversation: 4 to 8 turns of conversation.
 Dialogue History: Conversation sequences before the current utterance, empty if

the current utterance is in the start of the conversion.

Fig. 1. Examples in the dataset

3.2 Data preprocessing

For each session in the dataset, we split it into multiple sets of conversations as
training data. Each group of conversations includes GOAL, KNOWLEDGE,
HISTORY, and RESPONSE. Among them, HISTORY and RESPONSE are from the
data set CONVERSATION, in which the machine's reply is RESPONSE, and the
previous conversation history information is HISTORY. We analyzed all the samples
in training set. We learned that the background information contains a total of 44
types of relationships, such as domain, type, time network short comment, career,
starring and so on. Since the dataset contains a large number of English translation
nouns and some proper nouns, they are broken up after the word segmentation, and
cannot be used as a complete word to table lookup and other operations, which affects
the system accuracy. At the same time, the dataset contains a large number of names
of people and movies, resulting in a too large vocabulary or some words out of
vocabulary problems. Therefore, we processed the data as follows. And in Figure 2,
the processed data sample is shown:

 For the two topic words in GOAL, we use "video_topic_a" or "person_topic_a"
and "video_topic_b" or "person_topic_b" instead.
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 For the background information in KNOWLEDGE, we have selected eight types of
relationships, including [ 'Representatives', 'Stars', 'Friends', 'Directors', 'Partners',
'Husband', 'Wife', 'Family' ], the substitution of entity words for these types of
triples, using specific characters instead of corresponding entity words.

 The words that are substituted in each set of dialog data are stored in a dictionary,
and the final generated result is inversely replaced. For the HISTORY and
RESPONSE sections, we use the alternative word dictionary for replacement.

 Context-sensitive entity tag. If the entity word in the background knowledge
appears in the last round of conversation in HISTORY, it is marked as 'A', and if
not, marked as 'O'.

Fig. 2. Sample data preprocessing

3.3 Answer processing

This process is used to correct the answers which are directly generated by the model
to make it closer to the real response. It mainly includes the following two
procedures:

 Replace the replacement words contained in the answer according to the entity
vocabulary.

 The statistical machine recovery length average is 12.37, 70% of the sentence
length is concentrated between 8 and 16, so we set the minimum length of the
sentence in the decoding process to 8, to ensure that the response contains enough
information.

4 Model structure

We use G, K and H to represent Goal, Background knowledge and Dialogue History
respectively, and R to represent the response. The task is to find R that:
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argmax Pr ( | , , )
R

R ob R G K H (1)

Words generated in R are either from G, K H or from a vocabulary V. Figure 2
shows the basic structure of the model we designed.

Fig. 3. End-to-end dialog system for the model with context choosing, gated self-attention and
pointer network

4.1 Goal, Knowledge and History Encoding

Context choosing. We used bi-directional LSTM to present the encoding process. In
Eq. 2, ut represents the LSTM hidden state at time step t, U is the concatenated
representation of the forward and backward passes.

M
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(2)
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In Eq. 3, et is the word embedding representation of word xt concatenated by G, K and
H. mt is the meta-word representation of whether word xt is in or outside the last
sentence of H. [a,b] represents the concatenation of vector a and b. We call this
approach context choosing which is similar to the techniques in Yao Zhao’s work [21].
For applications, it is essential to be able to generate response that is coherent to a
context.
Gated Self-attention. Our gated self-attention mechanism is designed to aggregate
information from the whole background knowledge and embed vector, to refine the
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encoded knowledge-context representation at every time step. The first step is taking
encoded U as input and conducting matching against itself to compute self matching
representation. The specific calculation method is embodied in Eq.4 and Eq.5. Ws is a
trainable weight matrix, at is the weighted sum of all words’ encoded representation
in passage based on their corresponding matching strength to current word. st is the
final self matching representation. Secondly, combining the input with self matching
representation using a feature fusion gate. The self matching representation st is
combined with original knowledge-context representation ut as the new self matching
enhanced representation ft, Eq. 6. A learnable gate vector gt, Eq. 7, chooses the
information between the original representation and the new self matching enhanced

representation to form the final encoded knowledge-context representation tû .

)max( t
T

t WuUsofta  (4)
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Through the context keyword choosing mechanism and the gated self-attention
mechanism, we obtain a more effective background knowledge-context encoding
vector.

4.2 Decoding with attention mechanism and pointer network

In the decoding process, we also use LSTM neural network as a decoder. It generates
each word in order, with the result of each generation depending on the output of the
encoder and the state of the decoder at the previous moment.

),( 11  tt
D

t edLSTMd (9)
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In Eq. 9, dt represents the hidden state of the LSTM at time t, where d0 is passed from
the final hidden state of the encoder. yt stands for the word generated at time t,and et is
used to represent the word embedding of yt. In Eq. 10, projects dt to a space with
vocabulary-size dimensions, then a softmax layer computes a probability distribution
over all words in a vocabulary V.
Attention Mechanism. At each time step t, the decoder focuses on different parts of
encoder inputs via the attention mechanism. We use Luong attention mechanism to
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compute raw attention scores at shown in Eq. 11. An attention layer, Eq. 13 is applied
above the concatenation of decoder state dt and the attention context vector ct, its
output is used as the new decoder state. Wa and Wb is a trainable weight matrix.

)max( ta
T

t dWUsofta  (11)

tt aUc  (12)

]),[tanh(ˆ
ttbt cdWd  (13)

Pointer Network. Pointer network was introduced to allow both copying words from
input via pointing, and generating words from a predefined vocabulary during
decoding. Our pointer mechanism leverages raw attention scores, over the input
sequence which has a vocabulary of X. In the vocabulary V, the score of the irrelevant
word is set to negative infinity, which will be masked by the downstream softmax
function. The final score on one word is calculated as the sum of all scores (V and X)
pointing to the same word.
No_repeated Beam Search. Since we use the attention mechanism in the decoder,
the model may focus more on background knowledge or words that have been
previously generated in the context of the conversation. To improve fluency,
hypotheses with repeated bi-grams are removed from further consideration during
beam search. To improve fluency, hypotheses with repeated bi-grams are removed
from further consideration during beam search [22].

5 Experiments

The experiment environment was as follows: Ubuntu 18.04 64-bit operating system,
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4110 processor, 2.10 GHz frequency, 32 GB memory,
Nvidia-RTX2080ti.

5.1 Model parameter

During training, we set the minimum count of 8 to select the top 15000 words as
vocabulary for generation. We used the pretrained 300-dimension Chinese word2vec
embedding to initialize word embedding and kept fixed [23]. Embeddings for OOV
tokens, if found in word2vec, were used. Otherwise, their embeddings were randomly
initialized. For optimization, we used SGD with momentum. Learning rate was
initially set to 0.3 and halved since epoch 8 at every 2 epochs afterwards. Models
were totally trained with 20 epochs. Other hyper-parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Hyper-parameter settings

Name Value
Vocabulary size 15000

Word embedding size 300
LSTM layers size 2
LSTM hidden size 256

Batch size 64
Beam size 6

N-gram repeat 2
Learning rate for SGD 0.3

Maximum gradient norm 5.0
dropout 0.3

Min decode step 8
Max decode step 35

5.2 Evaluation results and discussion

We began to optimize the model from the baseline system. In Table 2, we show the
improvement of the effect of each part of the optimization. The result is the
performance of the online test set automatic evaluation, which is evaluated by three
indicators: F1, BLEU1 and BLEU2.

Table 2. The impact of various parts of the model on the system

Model total Δ F1 BLEU1 BLEU2
Baseline_retrieval 0.764 / 31.72 0.291 0.156

Baseline_generation 0.795 / 32.65 0.300 0.168
Pointer network base 0.933 +0.138 38.27 0.345 0.205

+raw dataset processing 0.962 +0.031 39.16 0.351 0.219
+result processing 1.052 +0.090 41.90 0.386 0.247

+Gated Self-attention 1.065 +0.013 42.64 0.386 0.253
+Context choosing 1.086 +0.021 43.78 0.392 0.256

+topical words replacement 1.108 +0.022 44.29 0.412 0.254
+Partial knowledge replacement 1.138 +0.024 45.07 0.418 0.270

+No_repeat beam search 1.175 +0.037 46.40 0.422 0.289

As indicated from the above experimental results, our data processing methods
and model structure improvements have positive effects on the online evaluation
results. Among them, at the very beginning, we used the pointer network innovatively
to generate external knowledge-driven dialogue, which has achieved great
improvement compared with the baseline method. From the perspective of model
structure, improvements such as gated self-attention mechanism, context keyword
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tagging, and de-duplication of beam search decoding are effective for this task. In
terms of data processing, the substitution of subject words and knowledge background
entity words, and the length control of generated sentences have greatly improved the
results. Our final result on leaderboard is from the single model introduced above.
After the game, we have model ensemble, and the overall result of the offline valid
dataset evaluation can be improved by about 0.02 compared with the single model.

Manual evaluation mainly evaluates the system from two aspects: target
completion and dialogue consistency. The submitted model ranked fifth in the manual
evaluation stage, and the results are shown in the table 3.

Table 3.Manual evaluation of the system

Model score goal completion
(0,1,2)

Coherence
(0,1,2,3)

Single model 1.662 1.79 2.30

5.3 Sample analysis

In Figure 3, we selected a piece of data from the test set for analysis. Through the
multiple rounds of dialogue with the dialogue system, it can be seen that the designed
model can achieve the transfer of the dialogue goal, while having a certain context
coherence. However, it can be found that the dialogue process is very different from
the process set in the original sample, but both modes of dialogue can complete the
set tasks, and the model has good generalization performance.

Fig. 4. Sample model generation result
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6 Conclusion

The LIC2019's knowledge-driven dialogue challenge provides high-quality multiple
rounds conversation dataset based on background information. We improved the
pointer generator model by adding a gated self-attention mechanism and a context
choosing method that replicates OOV words in session context and background
knowledge, and produces diverse and coherent responses through optimized decoding
strategies. After the data processing, precision tuning and other optimization methods,
we achieved 0.464/0.422/0.289 in the automatic evaluation index F1/BLEU1/BLEU2,
and also achieved the task completion score of 1.79 and the consistency score of 2.3
in the manual evaluation.
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